Make IT Simple.

MERAKI + UMBRELLA: 100% CLOUD-MANAGED SECURITY

Protect your users
from the next
malicious web attack

49%
of employees are mobile and
under defended

82%

70%

of workers admit to not
always using the VPN

of malware is targeting
specific organizations

Cisco® Umbrella deployed on Meraki makes sure organizations are protected 100% of
the time - even when users are outside the network perimeter.
Meraki Cloud-Managed Security

Umbrella Cloud-Managed Security

208.67.222.222

Complete networking, security, and application control
Centrally managed from the cloud
Includes firewall, auto VPN and branch routing
IPS, Content Filtering, Anti-Virus
Six models scale from small branches to campuses

Deploy on Meraki MX Firewall or MR Access Point
Functionality is provided through the DNS server
Reduce malware infections up to 98%
Cut the number of alerts from MX IPS, AV, and Content Filter
by as much as 50%
Protection on and off the corporate network

Make IT Simple.

Meraki Cloud-Managed Security

Deploying Umbrella on Meraki Infrastructure

How does it work?
Intelligence to see attacks before they launch
The Umbrella global network infrastructure handles over 100 billion
internet requests a day.
A unique view of relationships between domains, IPs, networks, and
malware across the internet.
Learns from internet activity patterns to automatically identify attacker
infrastructure being staged for the next threat, and then block users
from going to malicious destinations.

Umbrella Key Numbers
135 billion daily internet requests
95 million users
27 datacenters worldwide
7M+ malicious destinations
enforced concurrently at the DNSlayer
Enterprise-wide deployment in minutes
Umbrella is the fastest and easiest way to protect all of your users in minutes.
Powerful, effective security without the typical operational complexity.
Everything in the cloud with 100% uptime.
Simple install, and no software to manually update.

It's as easy as this:
L ocate the device serving DNS
Update DNS server settings to point to Cisco Umbrella
Flush the DNS cache
Ready to go … with world class malware protection

Do you need to implement Umbrella on an existing infrastructure?
Any network device (e.g. router) can be used to provision Umbrella. Protect all network
connected devices with one IP change in your DHCP server (or scope) or DNS server. Or
protect all Wi-Fi-connected devices with a simple checkbox using our integrations with Cisco
Wireless LAN Controllers, Aruba, Cradlepoint, and Aerohive.

